Gett Gains Competitive
Edge by Significantly
Shortening Its Vendor Risk
Management Process

About Gett
Available in more than 120 cities worldwide, including London, Moscow and New
York, Gett is Europe’s largest on-demand car service company by revenues. In
London alone, nearly half of all black cabs run on Gett.
Gett Business Solutions sets a new standard for corporate ground transportation,
enabling companies and riders to book rides and track expenses worldwide
through a single platform. It is already used by more than 20,000 companies
worldwide who book and track mobility services in over 56 countries.

Challenge
• Improve manual
supplier vetting

Solution
• Centralized and
user-friendly vendor
assessments

Added Value
• Competitive edge
• Rapid & thorough security evaluation of vendors
• Centralized solution for all vendor materials
• Simple, easy-to-learn user interface

Improve Manual Supplier Vetting
THE

Challenge

Eyal Sasson, CISO at Gett, was looking for a better way to manage his company’s
third-party security. Gett’s many vendors underwent a lengthy vetting process to
check that their security posture was strong.

“We wanted something that
really focused on managing
third-party security evaluations.”

“There was a lot of back-and-forth between us and the vendors,” Sasson explained.
“It could take a while to hear back, then usually there was at least one follow-up.”

Eyal Sasson, CISO, Gett

Sasson knew that to remain competitive, the company needed to streamline the
process. His goal was to ensure security without slowing business processes. For this
reason, he started searching for a comprehensive solution with a simple user interface
that could serve as a centralized repository for all vendor interaction and assessments.
“We wanted something that really focused on managing third-party security
evaluations,” he said.

Centralized and User-Friendly
Vendor Assessments
THE

Solution
“I want to invest the least
amount of time and effort as
possible on evaluating vendors.
Panorays helps me do that.”
Eyal Sasson, CISO, Gett

After starting to work with Panorays, Sasson immediately noticed a reduction in
the time and effort that was spent on vendor security evaluations. He and his team
found the platform to be extremely user-friendly, and they were able to easily and
rapidly add their suppliers to the system.
“I want to invest the least amount of time and effort as possible on evaluating
vendors,” he noted. “Panorays helps me do that.”
Sasson particularly liked receiving a quick general security rating of vendors within
72 hours, which provided him with an overview before receiving the results of the
security assessments. He also appreciated having a centralized platform where he
could file all his vendor-related material and ratings.
“I really like the feature of being able to upload files, so that I can add additional
communication with suppliers,” he said. “If we have an old questionnaire on an Excel
sheet, I can easily upload that to the system. This is my favorite feature.”

A Business Enabler That
Accurately Identifies Risk
THE

Conclusion
“With Panorays, we can quickly
start doing business with new
partners without compromising
on security. Having such a rapid
process in place keeps us on top
of our competition.”
Eyal Sasson, CISO, Gett

Now that he has a shorter vetting and onboarding process in place, Sasson is
convinced that the Panorays solution acts as a business enabler for Gett.
“With Panorays,” he said, “we can quickly start doing business with new
partners without compromising on security. Having such a rapid process in
place keeps us on top of our competition.”
But ultimately, Panorays gives Sasson peace of mind as a CISO.
“Panorays gives me reliable information to distinguish between the vendors
that are high-risk and those that are not,” he said. “That’s the best part of all.”

About Panorays
Panorays automates third-party security lifecycle management. With the Panorays
platform, companies dramatically speed up their third-party security evaluation
process and gain continuous visibility while ensuring compliance to regulations such
as GDPR, CCPA and NYDFS.
It is the only platform that enables companies to easily view, manage and engage on
the security posture of their third parties, vendors, suppliers and business partners.
Panorays is a SaaS-based platform, with no installation needed.

Want to learn more about how Panorays can help your third-party security process?
Contact your Panorays sales rep or email us at info@panorays.com

